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For over eight years now, the Epsylon team has
kept up a tradition that its founders have cultivated
for over 35 years: supplying its customers with
architectural aluminum solutions modeled after
their vision and adapted to their needs.

INNOVATION
MADE
TO MEASURE

The experience of the company’s directors is complemented by the team’s youth and innovation,
forming a dynamic, high-performing and visionary whole. The company has established itself as
a leader in the design, manufacture and installation of prefabricated aluminum and glass curtain
walls, both in the commercial and institutional sectors. The directors’ considerable expertise and
excellence have led Epsylon to grow phenomenally quickly since it began operations in 2008.
Since then, the company has been steadily proving its reliability, flexibility and precision as it
carries out the ever more ambitious projects of its clients. Epsylon’s skills and professionalism
allow it to complete any new construction or building facade restoration projects in North America.
Entrust your project with a team that knows the ins and outs of the field.
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CENTRE RECHERCHE DU CHUM (CRCHUM)

DELOITTE TOWER

ESTIMATION
AND ARCHITECT
SERVICES

TAILOR-MADE
SOLUTIONS

A

At Epsylon, the estimation and sales departments work
very closely together. This collaboration ensures that
clients get solutions tailored to their needs, while paying
a fair price.

Epsylon favors a
tailor-made approach in
the development of its
products
In consultation with our clients, we develop custom solutions based on their needs. Our estimation team’s numerous
years of experience and in-depth knowledge about the
sales department products allow us to guide you toward
the best solutions.
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DELOITTE TOWER
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: CONSTRUCTION CAL/PCL
OWNER: CADILLAC FAIRVIEW CORPORATION LTD
ARCHITECTS: B+H ARCHITECTS, LEMAY & ASS., KOHN PEDERSON FOX ASSOCIATES
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CENTRE RECHERCHE DU CHUM (CRCHUM)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: CONSORTIUM POMERLEAU/VERREAULT
OWNER: CENTRE HOSPITALIER DE L’UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL (CHUM)
ARCHITECTS: NFOE & ASS., MSDL ARCHITECTES, JODOIN LAMARRE
PRATTE & ASS., LEMAY & ASS., PARKIN ARCHITECTS LTD
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CAMPUS DESJARDINS LÉVIS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: POMERLEAU INC.
OWNER: DESJARDINS SÉCURITÉ FINANCIÈRE
ARCHITECT: COARCHITECTURE
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MAISON MANUVIE (ONGOING)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: POMERLEAU INC.
OWNER: IVANHOÉ CAMBRIDGE
ARCHITECT: MSDL ARCHITECTES
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Our team provides clients with a wide array of comprehensive services. We provide technical support at every
stage of project development, including technical specifications, calculation of structural limitations, and thermal
simulations. We can also conduct research on products
for specific treatments, special processes, or standards
to meet. We can suggest innovative ideas for your ambitious projects.

THE SERVICES
WE OFFER

Our estimators then provide you with a proposal with
price scenarios, containing several options depending on
your budget. As your project evolves over time, our team
can make prompt adjustments.
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TOUR SSQ LONGUEUIL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: EBC CONSTRUCTION
OWNER: SSQ IMMOBILIER
ARCHITECT: BMD ARCHITECTES
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COMPLEXE JULES-DALLAIRE
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: DALCON INC.
OWNER: GROUPE DALLAIRE
ARCHITECT: M. JACQUES BÉRUBÉ, ALPHA ARCHITECTURE
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ENGINEERING
&
DESIGN

A

The Epsylon team has extensive expertise, allowing us
to prepare your projects properly. The team excels at
developing innovative, complex and very high-performing
systems. Our team is supervised by three experienced
engineers, and unites the proficiency of experienced
drafters and the innovation of young graduates. The design
studio also boasts efficiency at the design level, using the
latest versions of AutoCAD Mechanical and Solidworks
to prepare shop drawings and production drawings. The
drafting team has mastered the art of targeting relevant
information in drawings provided by architects, allowing
them to be precise and efficient in their work.
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CENTRE VIDÉOTRON
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: EPSYLON CONCEPT (LOTS 2A5 & 2A7)
OWNER: VILLE DE QUÉBEC
ARCHITECTS: SNC-LAVALIN INC., ABCP ARCHITECTURE, GAGNON
LETELLIER CYR RICARD MATHIEU & ASS., POPULOUS
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CHATEAU BEACH
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: COASTAL CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH FLORIDA
OWNER: CHATEAU GROUP
ARCHITECT: KOBI KARP ACHITECTURE

OUR PRODUCTS

DIVERSIFICATION
&
DEVELOPMENT

A

As in the company’s other departments, the Epsylon
engineering team has unparallelled experience. With their
experience, and the extensive tests conducted in the
factory and in independent laboratories, our specialists
are always up-to-date on the latest developments in
curtain wall technology.

increasingly high-performing, innovative systems. On site,
a team of seasoned technicians and engineers are cons
tantly developing custom solutions. To this end, they
use two types of software: first, simulation software to
optimize system thermal performance, and second, finite
element software that helps develop new, stronger, more
resilient and less expensive profiles.

Epsylon specializes in tailor-made prefabricated curtain
walls, while favoring a product diversification strategy.
We focus our efforts on researching and developing

Epsylon attaches great
importance to the research
and development
of innovative systems
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SIÈGE SOCIAL DE LA CAPITALE
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: VERREAULT INC.
OWNER: LA CAPITALE IMMOBILIÈRE MFQ INC.
ARCHITECTS: LEMAY & ASS., COARCHITECTURE, DAN HANGANU ARCHITECTE
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CENTRE UNIVERSITAIRE DE SANTÉ MCGILL (CUSM)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: SNC-LAVALIN
OWNER: CUSM
ARCHITECTS: IBI GROUP ARCHITECTS, MARTIN MARCOTTE/BEINHAKER ARCHITECT
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JUSTIN-TIME
OPERATIONS

MARINA PALMS NORTH
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: COASTAL CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH FLORIDA
OWNER: MARINA PALMS LLC
ARCHITECT: SLATTERY & ASSOCIATES

Epsylon has a factory at its headquarters of over 55,000
square feet, with equipment that uses the most recent
technology. The large floor space allows for the instal
lation of parallel assembly lines. Our team is thus able to
ensure production that adheres to set timelines. The team’s
just-in-time production allows for perfect coordination
between our suppliers’ deliveries and our deliveries to
work sites, thus optimizing factory work space.

Of course, equipment is not our factory’s only strong
point. The Epsylon team is recognized as a specialist in
the prefabrication of curtain wall modules. Our factory
is thoroughly designed for this purpose, and is operated
by an experienced staff with proven competence in the
field. Quality is prioritized at all times, from the materials
used to the manufacturing process.

Our factory’s productivity has been increased significan
tly by the acquisition of four digitally controlled 5-axis
machining centers from Elumatec and Emmegi. Two
numerically controlled saws and two sealant dosing units
supplement our factory’s high-performance equipment.
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USINE EPSYLON QUÉBEC

Our team is able to ensure
production that meets the
established schedule

EPSYLON PLANT

EPSYLON PLANT

All of the products produced in our factory are subjected
to the most stringent tests possible, conducted by
independent laboratories. This serves a guarantee of
our products’ quality and their conformity with industry
standards.
After manufacturing, particular care is paid to packing the
merchandise prior to shipping. The goal is to ensureno
breakage during transport, which prevents any unplanned
delays.

QUALITY
ASSURANCE

ERICSSON CANADA (ONGOING)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: MONTONI DIVISION CONSTRUCTION
OWNER: GROUPE MONTONI
ARCHITECT: GKC ARCHITECTES, MSDL ARCHITECTES
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EFFECTIVE
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

At Epsylon, the key to success for any contract is effective
and organized project management. The company’s team
has all of the necessary attributes: considerable expe
rience, unparalleled skill, a desire for challenges and
passion for the profession. The team is driven to find prompt
solutions to any situations that arise during a project.

Epsylon is driven to find
prompt solutions to any
situations that arise
during a project
At the beginning of a new project, Epsylon prepares proper
planning with the general contractors to understand and
fully evaluate their needs. All departments concerned meet
at the beginning of the contract to prepare a timeline that
fits with the project’s master schedule. The specifications
are also reviewed to identify the required performance and
types of products needed for the building’s configuration.
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The project management team ensures that schedules
are realistic, and provides a clear picture from the begin
ning to prevent any delays. The team also works to
maintain smooth coordination between the various project
participants.
On all of our sites, we have our own qualified workforce
and cutting-edge technology (telescopic boom lifts, scissor
lifts, cranes and conventional scaffolding). We can thus
provide precise, high performing and fast installation for
our projects. Our goal for each project is to satisfy our
customers and fulfill all of our commitments, with the
contribution of our entire team.

CENTRE VIDEOTRON

CENTRE VIDÉOTRON

EPSYLON’S COMMITMENTS
ARE FOUNDED
ON FIVE KEY FACTORS
01. DESIGN

Design adapted to the precise needs of professionals
02. PERFORMANCE

Cutting-edge performance
03. RIGOR

Rigorous respect of project timelines
04. RELATIONSHIPS

Exceptional business relationships with our customers
and suppliers
05. EXPERIENCE

Fundamental and unrivalled experience of
our staff in the field.
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COMPLEXE JULES DALLAIRE

Pre-project services, preparation,
production and installation:
Epsylon is there at every step
of the way
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EXPERTISE AND INNOVATION:
A PERFECT BLEND
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